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 We demonstrated that thermal management of Li-ion batteries improves dramatically with graphene.
 Incorporation of graphene increases thermal conductivity of phase change materials.
 Graphene incorporation leads to signiﬁcant decrease in the temperature rise in Li-ion batteries.
 Graphene leads to a transformative change in thermal management of Li-ion batteries.
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Li-ion batteries are crucial components for progress in mobile communications and transport technologies. However, Li-ion batteries suffer from strong self-heating, which limits their life-time and creates
reliability and environmental problems. Here we show that thermal management and the reliability of
Li-ion batteries can be drastically improved using hybrid phase change material with graphene ﬁllers.
Conventional thermal management of batteries relies on the latent heat stored in the phase change
material as its phase changes over a small temperature range, thereby reducing the temperature rise
inside the battery. Incorporation of graphene to the hydrocarbon-based phase change material allows
one to increase its thermal conductivity by more than two orders of magnitude while preserving its latent
heat storage ability. A combination of the sensible and latent heat storage together with the improved
heat conduction outside of the battery pack leads to a signiﬁcant decrease in the temperature rise inside
a typical Li-ion battery pack. The described combined heat storageeheat conduction approach can lead
to a transformative change in thermal management of Li-ion and other types of batteries.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Development of Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries enabled progress
in mobile communications, consumer electronics, automotive and
aerospace industries. Li-ion batteries are an essential part of the
hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) owing to their high energy densities
and low weight-to-volume ratios [1]. One of the most signiﬁcant
factors negatively affecting Li-ion battery performance is a temperature rise beyond the normal operating range. If overheated due
to short-circuiting or fast charging/discharging processes the Li-ion
battery can suffer thermal runaway, cell rupture or even explosion
[2]. A ﬁre in the Li-ion battery results in the emission of dense
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irritating smoke which could present a serious health and environmental risk [2,3]. Combining multiple Li-ion cells close together
in a battery pack in order to provide higher electric power makes
the thermal management of the batteries even more challenging.
The severity of the potential thermal issues with the battery packs
is exempliﬁed by a recent incident with the overheating and ﬁre in
the batteries on-board the Boeing 787 Dreamliner [4].
A common approach for thermal management of Li-ion battery
packs is based on the utilization of phase-change materials (PCM).
The latent heat stored in PCM, as its phase changes over a small
temperature range, allows one to reduce the temperature rise inside the battery [5e7]. By varying the chemical composition of PCM
one can tune its melting point and the temperature range in which
it can operate as a heat absorber. It is important to note that
common PCMs are characterized by very low thermal conductivity,
K, with typical values in the range of 0.17e0.35 W mK1 at room
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temperature (RT) [8]. For comparison, the RT thermal conductivity
of silicon and copper are w145 W mK1 and w381 W mK1,
respectively. PCMs store heat from the batteries rather than
transfer it away from the battery pack. The use of PCM in battery
cells also serves the purpose of buffering the Li-ion cell from
extreme ﬂuctuations in ambient temperature. This is a different
approach from what is used in the thermal management of computer chips. In order to reduce the temperature rise in a computer
chip one uses thin layers of thermal interface materials (TIMs) or
heat spreaders that transfer heat from the chips to heat sinks and
outside packaging [9e11]. The thermal conductivity of TIMs is in
the range of 1e25 W mK1 while that of solid graphite-based heat
spreaders can be on the order of 103 W mK1 [12].
Here we show that these two different approaches for thermal
management can be combined via introduction of the hybrid PCM
with graphene acting as ﬁller for increased thermal conductivity.
Graphene is known to have extremely high intrinsic thermal conductivity [13,14] and form excellent binding with a variety of matrix
materials [11,15,16]. The graphene-enhanced hybrid PCM reveals
thermal conductivity that is two orders of magnitude higher than
that of conventional PCM while preserving its latent heat storage
ability. Utilization of the hybrid PCM results in substantial decrease
of the temperature rise inside battery packs as demonstrated under
realistic conditions.
2. Preparation and characterization of graphene-enhanced
composites
In order to demonstrate possible enhancement of thermal
properties with graphene we selected parafﬁn wax (IGI-1260) as
the base PCM. Parafﬁnic hydrocarbons, or parafﬁns, are straightchain or branching saturated organic compounds with the
composition CnH2nþ2. The term parafﬁn wax refers to mixtures of
various hydrocarbon groups, particularly parafﬁns and cycloalkanes that are solid at ambient temperature [17]. Parafﬁn waxes
are commonly used PCMs owing to their availability, chemical
stability, and durability to cycling. Parafﬁn has a high latent heat of
fusion (200e250 kJ kg1) and a range of melting points suitable for
thermal control of batteries and portable electronics. The IGI-1260
parafﬁn wax has relatively high melting and boiling points of
TM w 70  C and TB w 289  C, respectively. It consists of C34eC35
hydrocarbons, which are mainly composed of n-alkanes [17]. The
long hydrocarbon chains are responsible for its high density and
melting point. When heated the IGI-1260 wax absorbs the heat to
break the longer hydrocarbon chains into smaller ones.
The hybrid grapheneePCM composites were prepared by
dispersing a solution of the liquid-phase exfoliated (LPE) graphene
and few-layer graphene (FLG) in the parafﬁn wax at 70  C followed
by the high-shear mixing on a hot plate (Corning PC-620D) with a
magnetic stirrer. The preparation temperature was selected to
avoid oxidation of the parafﬁn wax with formation of peroxide and
water. The hybrid grapheneePCM was put in molds and allowed to
solidify at RT under controlled humidity conditions. Three types of
LPE graphene were used for the ﬁller. For low loading fractions up
to 1%, we used graphene solution with the average thickness of one
monolayer (0.35 nm) and the lateral size distribution in the range
from 150 to 3000 nm with 550 nm average size. We refer to this
material, which is predominantly single-layer graphene, as graphene ﬁller type A. For high loading fractions up to 20%, we used
two other types of FLG. The graphene ﬁller type B had an average
FLG ﬂake thickness of w1 nm, which constitutes about 3 atomic
planes with an average lateral dimension of w10 mm. The graphene
ﬁller type C had an average ﬂake thickness of 8 nm, which constitutes 20e30 atomic planes with a lateral size in the range of 150
and 3000 nm with w550-nm average. Fig. 1(a) shows an optical

Fig. 1. Hybrid grapheneeparafﬁn phase change material. (a) Optical image of the PCM
samples showing the change in color with increasing graphene content. (b) Scanning
electron microscopy image of the hybrid grapheneePCM indicating uniform distribution of the graphene ﬂakes. (c) Raman spectrum of the grapheneeparafﬁn composite. The main bands are indicated in the legends. The graphene G peak is weak
compared to hydrocarbon signatures due to its small concentration and smaller
scattering cross-section.

image of the resulting molded disks of the hybrid grapheneePCM
composite with the grapheneeFLG loading fraction varying from
0.5 to 20 wt. The color of the disks changes from white to black as
the fraction of graphene increases. It was observed that the addition of graphene leads to some reduction of TM. The dispersion of
grapheneeFLG in the parafﬁn matrix was checked with the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (see Fig. 1(b)). It was conﬁrmed
that grapheneeFLG ﬁllers were evenly distributed throughout the
sample. We did not observe differences between the surface and
the interior of the composite samples.
The incorporation of graphene into parafﬁn matrix was monitored using micro-Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw In-Via). The
vibrational spectra of parafﬁn are known to have a large number of
informative bands that show variations with the change in parafﬁn’s state and composition [18e22]. The measurements were performed in the backscattering conﬁguration under l ¼ 488 nm laser
excitation. Fig. 1(c) shows Raman spectrum of the hybrid grapheneeparafﬁn wax. The clearly identiﬁed vibrational bands are
CH2 rocking at w650e850 cm1, CeC skeletal stretching at
1060 cm1 (symmetric) and 1130 cm1 (asymmetric), CH2 twisting
at 1300 cm1, CH2 bending at 1440 cm1, and overtones of bending
vibrations at above w2000 cm1. A small peak at 1580 cm1 was
identiﬁed as graphene’s signature G peak. Its intensity is much
lower than that of long hydrocarbon chains of parafﬁn. Graphene’s
incorporation into parafﬁn resulted in changes of some parafﬁn
peaks and the appearance of new features in the spectra suggesting
modiﬁcation of the vibrational modes due to the attachment of
graphene ﬂakes to the long hydrocarbon chains. The observed
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changes were shifts of some of the main parafﬁn Raman peaks by
1e4 cm1 after addition of graphene. Although it is difﬁcult to
quantitatively describe the changes, the detailed calibration of
Raman spectra with the amount of graphene loading and sample
preparation conditions allowed us to achieve a consistent composition of the hybrid grapheneePCM.
The changes with the hydrocarbon chains and increasing concentration of sp2-bonded carbon have also been conﬁrmed with Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis (Kratos AXIS
ULTRADLD). The XPS data provides quantitative information on the
elemental composition, empirical formula and chemical state of the
composite. Fig. 2(a) shows XPS survey scans of IGI-1260 pristine
parafﬁn wax. The XPS results show the presence of hydrocarbon
with 284.9 eV energy. The C1s spectrum of IGI-1260 is characterized by the transition centered at 284.9 eV, which corresponds to
HeC and CeC bonds. The C1s line intensity changes with addition
of graphene to the hybrid grapheneePCM composite. Fig. 2(b)
presents the counts per second of hydrocarbon as a function of
graphene concentration in the composites. One can see from
XPS spectra that the sp1 hydrocarbon quantity decreased with

Fig. 2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. (a) XPS data for pristine parafﬁn IGI-1260
showing presence of hydrocarbons with characteristic transition energy of 284.9 eV.
(b) Counts per second of hydrocarbon as a function of graphene loading.
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increasing of amount of graphene in the parafﬁn wax. The reduction of number HeC chains in the hybrid composites suggests that
graphene is reacting with alkane chains of parafﬁn in the hybrid
grapheneePCM composite.
3. Thermal conductivity of graphene-enhanced phase change
materials
The thermal conductivity of the hybrid composites was
measured using the transient planar source (TPS) technique (Hot
Disk TPS2500) [23]. This method is best suited for the examined
class of materials and was previously used for the investigation of
thermal properties of other PCM [24] and thermal greases [25]. We
calibrated our TPS system by measuring reference samples with
known thermal conductivity. We also compared the results of our
measurements with those obtained by other experimental techniques such as “laser ﬂash” and “3-omega” [26,27]. The details of
the measurement procedures are given in the Methods section.
Fig. 3(a) presents the measured thermal conductivity of the pristine

Fig. 3. Thermal properties of hybrid grapheneePCM. (a) Thermal conductivity of the
grapheneeparafﬁn composites with different graphene loading as the function of
temperature. The results for pristine parafﬁn (IGI-1260) are also shown for comparison. (b) Speciﬁc heat of the composites and reference pristine parafﬁn as the function
of temperature.
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parafﬁn wax IGI-1260 and hybrid PCM composites with different
grapheneeFLG loading. More than ten samples were investigated
for each loading fraction to ensure reproducibility. The measured
thermal conductivity for the pristine parafﬁn was K ¼ 0.25 W mK1,
which is in agreement with the literature values. One can see a
drastic increase of K in the composites with the addition of grapheneeFLG ﬁller. The thermal conductivity of the hybrid grapheneePCM reaches w15 W mK1 at RT with the small 1 wt.%
loading fraction. This is a signiﬁcant increase by a factor of 60. The
highest value achieved at 20 wt.% loading was w45 W mK1, which
is more than a two order magnitude of enhancement.
The thermal conductivity enhancement factor, h ¼ (K  Km)/Km,
of about 60 at the 1 wt.% loading fraction is exceptionally high
compared with the values reported for either PCMs with ﬁllers
[28e30] or TIMs [11,15,16] (K is the measured thermal conductivity
of the composite and Km is the thermal conductivity of the parafﬁn
matrix). There are two possible reasons for substantial increase of
the thermal conductivity of composites: formation of a thermally
percolating network of graphene ﬂakes or strong binding of the
graphene ﬂakes to parafﬁn matrix. The percolation threshold in
thermal composites was mostly discussed in the context of carbon
nanotubes, carbon ﬁbers or other ﬁllers with cylindrical geometry
and high aspect ratio [31e34]. The results obtained for cylindrical
high-aspect ratio ﬁllers cannot be readily extended to graphene and
FLG ﬁllers. The physics of thermal percolation is also a subject of
debates [10,31e33]. Unlike electrical percolation, the thermal
percolation threshold can be less pronounced due to heat conduction by the matrix. Based on the fact that the electrical conductivity of the samples has not changed after addition of graphene
and prior work on graphene ﬁllers in thermal interface materials
[11,16], it is reasonable to assume that evenly dispersed graphene
ﬂakes with a lateral size in the range from 150 to 3000 nm are
unlikely to form a percolating network at 1 wt.% by themselves.
The strong increase of the thermal conductivity of the composite can be explained by good attachment of hydrocarbon molecules to graphene ﬂakes at the experimentally determined
processing temperature. The CnH2nþ2egraphene attachment reduces the thermal interface resistance between the matrix material
and ﬁller. Modiﬁcation of some of the Raman signatures of parafﬁn
after addition of graphene is consistent with this assertion. It was
reported [13,16] that graphene has a much lower thermal Kapitza
resistance, RB ¼ DT/(Q/A), with many matrix materials as compared
to carbon nanotubes (here DT is temperature differences between
two materials forming an interface, Q is the heat ﬂux and A is the
surface area). The attachment does not necessarily need to be covalent bonding to improve heat conduction from ﬁllers to matrix
[34]. More studies are required in order to completely clarify the
nature of bonding in such grapheneeparafﬁn systems.
In the case of parafﬁn and graphene the thermal coupling between the matrix and ﬁller is likely even stronger than in other
matrixeﬁller combinations. The ab initio density function theory
calculations and molecular dynamics simulations suggested the
possibility of extraordinary enhancement of thermal conductivity
in ordered graphene composites with organic matrix where the
heat transport is along the direction of the graphene planes: K/
Km z 360 at graphene loading of 5% [35]. The thermal conductivity
in the direction perpendicular to the graphene planes almost does
not change, according to the same study [35]. The strong anisotropic increase in the heat conduction was attributed to graphene’s
planar geometry and strong coupling to the octane molecules
resulting in the corresponding decrease in the Kapitza resistance
[35e37]. This means that heat carrying phonon modes excited in
graphene can couple well to those in organic molecules. Although a
direct quantitative comparison between our grapheneeparafﬁn
composite and the composite studied in Ref. [35] is not possible one

can conclude that even randomly oriented graphene ﬂakes should
produce signiﬁcant increase in the thermal conductivity of composites in agreement with our experiments.
Thermal conductivity of all composites revealed only weak
temperature dependence, which is beneﬁcial for PCM practical
applications. This weak dependence is expected for disordered
materials. Improvement in the thermal management applications
of the hybrid grapheneePCM can only be achieved if the increase in
the thermal conductivity is achieved without degradation of the
latent and sensible heat storage capacity. Possible changes in TM
due to graphene loading should also be adjusted. We performed the
speciﬁc heat, Cp, measurements (NETZSCH) with a set of the samples with the thicknesses of 1 mme1.6 mm to ensure that their
thermal resistances were much larger than the contact thermal
resistances. As a control experiment we measured speciﬁc heat of
pristine parafﬁn wax. Fig. 3(b) presents the speciﬁc heat data in the
examined temperature range. The speciﬁc heat for the reference
parafﬁn wax is w2 kJ kg1 K1 at RT, which is consistent with
literature values. Near RT, the speciﬁc heat does not change much
with the addition of graphene ﬁller. The difference appears in the
higher temperature range. The hybrid grapheneePCM has larger
speciﬁc heat than the reference parafﬁn. The growth of Cp at the
temperature increases above 320e330 K is expected. In parafﬁns,
the speciﬁc heat starts to increase as temperature approaches TM
and then falls off again [17].

4. Thermal management of battery packs with graphene
phase change materials
In order to directly prove that the developed hybrid graphenee
PCM composites can signiﬁcantly improve the thermal management of Li-ion batteries we performed the battery testing under
realistic conditions. Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup for the
battery testing. We used six 4-V Li-ion cells with the capacity of
3000 mAh each placed in a standard aluminum battery pack. The
measurements were performed with the chargeredischarger setup
(HYPERION EOS 720i) and the temperature probes (Applent
AT4516) that logged temperature for the assigned time intervals.
The ﬁrst two temperature probes were placed inside the battery
pack, the third probe was connected to the battery pack shell acting
as the heat sink and the fourth probe was used to collect the
ambient temperature data. During the measurements the batteries

Fig. 4. Illustration of the battery testing setup. The experimental setup included six 4V Li-ion cells with the capacity of 3000 mAh each, which were placed in a standard
aluminum battery pack.
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were chargingedischarging at 16 A and 5 A, respectively. The ﬁrst
control experiment was performed with pristine parafﬁn wax,
which was melted and poured into the aluminum cylinder containing Li-ion battery cells. Special care was taken to ensure that the
wax completely ﬁlled the space between the cylinders as in conventional battery designs. The battery pack with parafﬁn was
allowed to cool to RT and then tested through ten charge/discharge
cycles. The experiments with the hybrid grapheneePCM followed
the same protocol.
Fig. 5(a) shows temperature as a function of time during the
chargingedischarging cycles for the Li-ion battery pack with IGI1260 as PCM. One can see that the temperatures of the anode

Fig. 5. Utilization of the hybrid grapheneePCM for thermal management of Li-ion
battery pack. (a) Measured temperature ﬂuctuations inside and outside the battery
pack with reference parafﬁn used as the phase change material. The temperatures are
recorded at the battery cylinder cathode (blue), battery cylinder anode (red) and
battery pack shell (black). The ambient temperature charge during the measurement is
also shown (green). (b) Diagram of the temperature rise inside the Li-ion battery pack
during the ﬁrst ten chargingedischarging cycles for the battery pack without PCM
(red), with conventional parafﬁn PCM (blue), with the hybrid grapheneePCM at 1 wt.%
loading (orange) and with the hybrid grapheneePCM at 20 wt.% loading (green). Note
that the developed hybrid grapheneePCM strongly reduces the temperature rise inside
the battery by simultaneously absorbing the heat and conducting it to the outside
shell. The reduction in the temperature rise can be made stronger with a proper design
of the outside heat sink. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and cathode are higher than that of the outside shell (indicated in
the ﬁgure as the battery pack temperature). The variation of the
ambient T during the measurement explains some background
variation in the temperature cycles. The results of the tests of the
hybrid grapheneePCM are summarized in Fig. 5(b). One can see
that when no PCM was used in the battery pack (the heat dissipates
through the air and metal bottom of the pack) the temperature rise
inside the battery (sensor attached to anode/cathode) is the highest: DT w 37  C. The use of conventional PCM results in the decrease
of the temperature rise to w24  C. The Li-ion battery pack with the
developed hybrid grapheneePCM reveals the lowest temperature
rise of w10  C during the ﬁrst cycle. The temperature rise increases
to w16  C after the third cycle and saturates at this value. The
temperature rise for the case of the hybrid grapheneePCM with the
larger loading fraction saturates at w13  C. One should note here
that the outside shell (battery pack) made of thin aluminum was
not an optimized heat sink. Attachment of the outside shell to a
good heat sink would make the improvement in thermal management with the hybrid graphene PCM even more pronounced.
The dependence of DT on the number of cycles, observed in
Fig. 5(b), reﬂects the physical mechanisms behind the cooling action of conventional PCM and the hybrid grapheneePCM. The
conventional PCM mostly absorbs the heat from the battery cylinders conducting only its small portion to the battery pack shell. The
hybrid grapheneePCM stores and conducts heat simultaneously.
This results in lower DT inside the battery pack but also increases
the temperature of the outside shell. The increasing temperature of
the shell results in some increase in DT inside the battery as well. In
order to elucidate this difference in cooling action, in our experiments we intentionally did not connect the outside shell, which
constitute the battery pack, to any specially designed heat sink. In
practical automotive and aerospace applications one can readily
envision a proper thermal connection of the battery packs to the
heat sinks, e.g. to the heavy vehicle frame in HEVs. The latter will
eliminate or reduce DT of the outside shell further improving
thermal management with the hybrid grapheneePCM.
Computer simulation of the passive PCM thermal management
systems for Li-ion battery packs is known to give valuable information for materials and system optimization. We further
analyzed our experimental results via numerical solution of the
heat diffusion equation for the speciﬁc battery design and
measured speciﬁc heat and thermal conductivity. The details of the
model and simulation procedures are provided in the Methods
section. Fig. 6 shows the schematic of the Li-ion battery pack
and the simulated temperature proﬁles for the four cases, which
corresponded to the conducted experiments. In the case of no PCM
between the battery cylinders and the outside shell, the temperature in the cylinders is at its maximum of above 330 K. The outer
shell also heats up to w315 K via conduction through the air. The
use of the standard parafﬁn wax reduces the temperature of the
cylinders to around 320 K without heating the outside shell.
Thermal management with hybrid graphene PCM results in the
lowest temperature of the battery cylinders of w310e315 K with
some increase in the temperature of the outside shell. The temperature proﬁle is much more uniform when the hybrid graphene
PCM is used. One should note here again that connecting the
outside shell to a proper heat sink would improve the performance
of the hybrid PCM further.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that the use of graphene and
few-layer graphene as ﬁllers in organic phase change material allows one to increase its thermal conductivity by more than two
orders of magnitude while preserving its latent heat storage ability.
The strong enhancement is achieved via easy binding of graphene
ﬂakes to parafﬁnic hydrocarbons resulting in good thermal
coupling. The exceptionally large thermal conductivity of graphene
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulation of temperature rise inside the battery pack. Simulated temperature proﬁles in Li-ion battery packs obtained using the measured values of the speciﬁc
heat and thermal conductivity. The simulation data are in agreement with the experiments.

improves the heat conduction ability of parafﬁns. It was also
shown through measurements and computer simulations that
improved thermal properties of graphene PCM result in signiﬁcant
temperature rise inside realistic Li-ion battery packs. The described
combined heat storageeheat conduction approach may lead to a
transformative change in thermal management of batteries.

4.1. Methods
4.1.1. Thermal conductivity measurements
The thermal conductivity of the grapheneeparafﬁn samples was
measured using the transient planar source (TPS) technique (Hot
Disk TPS2500). For these measurements, we sandwiched an

Fig. 7. Illustration of the thermal conductivity measurement. (a) Hot disk sensor, which is used as a heat source and as a dynamic temperature sensor. (b) Sensor is sandwiched
between two identical pieces of a sample under test. (c) The drift graph represents the measured sensor temperature increase before the sample heating. The uniform data point
scatter indicates that the isothermal conditions are satisﬁed. (d) Experimental transient response of the sample temperature to the heat pulse used for the thermal data extraction.
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electrically insulated ﬂat nickel sensor with the radius 14.61 mm
between two identical samples of the same composition. The
sensor acted as the heat source and temperature monitor simultaneously [23,38,39]. The surfaces of the specimens were ﬂattened
and cleaned to reduce the thermal conduct resistance at the sensorsample surfaces. Thermal properties of the material are determined
by recording the temperature rise as a function of time using the
equation DTðsÞ ¼ Pðp3=2 rKÞ1 DðsÞ, where s ¼ (tma/r2)1/2, a is the
thermal diffusivity, tm is the transient measurement time, r is the
radius of the sensor, P is the input heating power, and D(s) is the
modiﬁed Bessel function. The time and the input power are chosen
so that the heat ﬂow is within the sample boundaries and the
temperature rise of the sensor is not inﬂuenced by the outer
boundaries of the sample [23,38,39].
The results of the measurements are the drift and transient
graphs. Depending on the sample size and thickness different
modes of the data extraction are used. They include the (i) standard
method for bulk materials, (ii) slab method for thin material (from
0.5 mm to 5 mm) and (iii) think-ﬁlm method for ﬁlms of thickness
from 10 to 500 microns. The drift graph represents the measured
sensor temperature increase before heating the sample (40 s of
measurements and 101 data points). For a successful measurement,
the graph has to be uniform scatter of data points, relatively ﬂat or
horizontal, representative of isothermal conditions for the sample
prior to the measurement. If the sample was not isothermally stable
an upward or downward trend in the graph is observed. The
transient graph displays the temperature increase of the sensor
during the heating of the sample (200 data points in total). Fig. 7
shows an example of the experimental raw data indicating that
the isothermal conditions were met and the measurement procedures were adequate for the samples under study.
4.1.2. Numerical modeling approach
Computer simulation of heat ﬂow in Li-ion battery packs provides valuable information for optimization of thermal management [40,41]. The modeling of the conductive heat ﬂow in the Liion battery pack was performed using COMSOL software package
(Multiphysics and Heat Transfer Module). A three-dimensional (3D)
model was constructed to simulate and analyze six cylindrical Liion batteries in the pack ﬁlled with different medium. The geometric characteristics include six Li-ion batteries with 18.4 mm
diameter evenly distributed within a solid cylinder with 70 mm
diameter, which represent an aluminum sheath of 1 mm in thickness. Owing to the simple geometry of the battery pack, we used a
coarse mesh of free tetrahedrals for the aluminum sheath, the solid
cylinders, and the heat conduction medium in which these cylinders were encased. The free tetrahedrals were evenly scaled in all
directions and the complete mesh consisted of 11,796 such elements. The transient conductive heat transfer in solids is deﬁned by
the equation Cp(vT/vt) ¼ V$(KVT) þ Q, where r is the mass density
(kg m3), Cp is the speciﬁc heat capacity at constant pressure
(J kg1 K1), T is the absolute temperature (K), K is the thermal
conductivity (W mK1), Q is the power density (W m3) and t is
time. In all simulation runs we modiﬁed only the material characteristics of the medium that ﬁlls the space among the battery
cylinders. These characteristics included the values for the air
and parafﬁn phase change material. For example, for parafﬁn
wax without graphene we used the thermal conductivity
K ¼ 0.25 W mK1, mass density, r ¼ 900 kg m3, and heat capacity,
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Cp ¼ 2500 J kg1 K1. The simulation results included the transient
data, e.g. plots of temperature vs. time for speciﬁc locations inside
battery packs, and temperature distributions inside the battery
packs at any given moment. The simulation results were compared
with the empirical data collected for the battery packs.
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